Islamic Studies, required of all Muslim students, helps them
gain a better appreciation of Islam, and helps them to have a
good understanding of the Islamic concepts and values and
the ways to apply them. Students are expected to recite the
Qur’an, study prophet Muhammad’s (PBUH) biography, and
study the main topics
Islamic Culture is required of all non-Muslim students, it helps
students attain a better understanding of the contributions of
Islam to the world while providing an introduction to the history
of the Islamic world from the birth of the Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH). It will focus on the origins and the tenets of Islam,
then turn to the cultures and societies that emerged from the
interactions of Islam and the Muslim community.
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English 10: Composition and Literature covers a variety of
prose and poetry by selected international writers. Students are
expected to be keen observers of fictional characters to help
them understand their own lives. They are expected to read
widely and deeply, while writing and speaking to share their
analysis of 'said' information. and they need to report on a
novel each month. The course has a writing component with an
emphasis on clear analysis.
Arabic is offered at the A level (first language) and at the B
level (language acquisition.). As per Ministry of Education
expectations, it is compulsory for all students to attend Arabic
classes. Topics: oral communication, reading, and writing
(reasoning and critical thinking, use of words and language
structures, media communication skills).
History 10, 1750-1918 is our second World History class
covering the period from the Early Modern Era to the end of the
First World War/Russian Revolution. The course is designed
specifically to prepare students for the IB Diploma Programme
in 11th Grade.
Integrated Science II is a college preparatory course with a
multidisciplinary approach that describes our natural and
physical world. The curriculum will introduce students to:
cellular biology, chemical stoichiometry, and finally kinematics
& forces.
Mathematics (Geometry/Algebra II) enables students to
broaden their understanding of relationships and extend their
problem-solving and algebraic skills through investigation and
abstract reasoning. Students will explore quadratic relations
and their applications; solve and apply linear systems; verify
properties of geometric figures using analytic geometry; and
investigate the trigonometry of right and acute triangles.
Students will reason mathematically and communicate their
thinking as they solve multi-step problems.

Electives
Art 9/10 is designed for students pursuing art as an
elective for first-time exposure in the high school years while
emphasizing technique. The class promotes visual arts
literacy in the following four interrelated content areas:
Artistic Perception, Creative Art Process, Art History, and
Art Criticism.
French is offered at the B level (second language) from B1
(first year on instruction) through B8 (8th year of instruction)
encompassing beginners, intermediate, and advanced.
New students take a placement examination during the first
few days of classes to ensure appropriate placement.
Business Studies 9 OR 10 introduces students to
concepts that may be applied to various disciplines,
including scarcity, wants, needs, resources, utility, supply,
and demand. Students gain an understanding of
macroeconomic issues such as inflation, unemployment,
gross domestic product, gross national product and how
these variables are used to measure a nation’s economic
performance. Students work on projects throughout the
course whereby they apply what they have learned to
present-day economies of different nations
Physical Education & Health offers students a range of individual
and team sports including swimming, volleyball, tennis, softball, and
gymnastics. There is an emphasis on establishing a good fitness
base and developing skills that will be carried over into adult life.
Approaches to Learning 9/10 addresses time management as an
essential skill for academic success and aims to develop and focus
these skills to pave the way for a successful IB career in grades 11
and 12. Guidance also incorporate SAT preparation, and college
and career counseling sessions
KSA Social Studies helps students gain an appreciation of our host
country and its impact in world religion, history, and international
relations.

